Contributors


**Brandon Keim** (“In the Zone,” page 4) is a freelance journalist specializing in science, environment, and technology. A regular contributor to WIRED, his work also has appeared in Scientific American Mind, Aeon Magazine, and Nautilus. Born and raised in Bangor, ME, and now based in Brooklyn, NY, he is an avid photographer, hockey player, and aspiring landscape gardener.

As HHMI’s senior manager of marketing, **Sarah Goforth** (“Strength in Numbers,” page 18) believes in the power of analytics to help science communicators reach and engage their audiences. She has 15 years of experience as a science writer, editor, and data junkie. Her last article for the Bulletin was a feature profile of Bert Vogelstein.

**Clare Mallison** (“Destination Science,” page 24) is an illustrator living in London, England, whose work is created with a mix of marker pens, dip pen, ink, pencil, and Photoshop. She studied illustration at Kingston University and loves drawing on location to capture the whimsical moments of everyday life.